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NCE ALL IS SAID AND DONE, IS URUGUAY A WHITE WINE COUNTRY? MAYBE NOT, BUT THE IDEA IS SEDUCTIVE, ESPECIALLY GIVEN THE INCREASIN-

GLY LARGER COMMUNITY OF EXCELLENT EXAMPLES OF WHITE WINES THAT ARE
APPEARING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE ATLANTIC IN THE MALDONADO BAY.
ALBARIÑO GIVES THE BEST RESULTS, BUT THERE ARE ALSO JUICY SAUVIGNONS
AND CHARDONNAYS, AND EVEN SOME RIESLINGS THAT BENEFIT FROM THE GRANITIC SOILS AND SEA BREEZES.
No, Uruguay is not a country of white wines—although it does seem to be headed in that
direction. In the meantime, the reds are still its strong suit, especially the tannats.
In this report, we take a look at some of the new faces of Uruguayan tannat—the fresher,
lighter styles that come along to accompany those big blocks of austere and almost monastical concrete that we at Descorchados like so much.
That and much more in this 2021 Descorchados report on Uruguay.
¡Salud! Cheers!

Patricio Tapia

FOR INDIVIDUAL RESULTS, GO
TO THE SEARCH ENGINE AT
WWW.GUIADESCORCHADOS.CL,
WHERE YOU CAN SEARCH BY
WINERY, WINE, VINTAGE, ZONE,
SCORE, OR WHATEVER CRITERIA
YOU NEED TO APPLY.

A Thirst-Quenching Tannat.
WE HAVE TO ADMIT IT. We have repeated time and again the idea that
tannat doesn’t have to be just a mass of tannins as impenetrable as
medieval walls; the variety can also be a source of simpler and fresher
wines, for the pool in the summer and not just for lamb in winter. That
sounds nice, it even sounds revolutionary. It was. But it isn’t anymore.
In past reports on Uruguay, we declared our unconditional love
for the classic Uruguayan tannat, those that come from the calcareous
clay soils in Canelones, that austere tannat with tremendous structure,
monumental reds from the sagrantino school of Montefalco or baga
from Bairrada, that style of eternal and immeasurable wines that give
us goosebumps. And also, sure, there are those tannats that come
from the new Atlantic zones, moderated by sea breezes and growing
on granitic soils. We’ve also fallen in love with them, with their exuberant fruits and friendlier textures. But something more basic was missing, something more entry-level, as we might say in more commercial
terms. Although not those cheap tannats full of processed oak and
lacking in fruit that the feverish minds of export managers think will
provoke addiction among mass consumers who don’t know what they
want. No. That’s not where this is headed.
The revolution that’s gradually starting to take shape in Uruguay
has much more to do with what’s going on in other places. Stripping the
variety, removing its makeup, showing it how it is—hopefully without

much intervention, hopefully pure, hopefully made with fresh fruit and
delicious acidity. Hopefully, in the end, a tannat to take to the table so
our mouths don’t dry out from so much meat or even to quench our
thirst by the pool in the summer.
The Pizzorno winery was a pioneer in this style. When they
launched their 2000 Maceración Carbónica Tannat to market, it went
essentially unnoticed. In a world like that one, which sought the impact
of super ripe fruit, hyper extraction and the strong influence of new oak,
the simple and direct tannat was still something rather nice.
But, perhaps without intending to do so, what Pizzorno was inaugurating—far before its time—was a trend that now has several examples that proclaim (and we believe rightly so), that this is the place to
start for beginning to understand a variety that has nothing easy about
it. This year in Descorchados we have chosen Proyecto Nakkal as our
Revelation Winery. And the reasons are various. One is that the work
that they are doing to give value to marselan (a great topic and still
very early days), but especially a wine that’s more of an idea than a
wine, the 2020 Suelto Tannat from Canelones. A sensation of purity
runs through this tannat from 15-year-old vineyards in the Colorado
zone in the heart of Canelones, a classic district in Uruguay, especially
for tannat. However, this is not the region’s tannic, austere (and often
sublime) tannat, but rather one that takes another fruitier and more

Proyecto Nakkal

drinkable direction. It has the variety’s inevitable tannins, but here
there’s fresh and juicy fruit with tension and crunchy acidity that projects across the palate with its refreshing sensation. A true discovery.
Another discovery is the 2020 Tano Tannat from the De Lucca
winery. This wine isn’t from Reinaldo “Tano” de Lucca, the iconoclast
Uruguayan producer, but from his daughter, Agostina, who has turned
the course of the winery (one of the inevitable names in Uruguayan
wine) toward a much more crystalline, purer direction. Made in a completely natural way, with native yeasts and without added sulfites in
any part of the process, this is a delicious and concentrated tannat
from 30-year-old vineyards planted in the Canelones zone. It’s deep
in flavors with acidity that shines throughout the palate and with tannins that, while firm, are piercing without reaching that razor sharpness
that many traditional tannats from Canelones have. All of that density
rests upon the acidity and those tannins. A clear, fruity, and transparent
wine.
The new idea of tannat germinated in Uruguay’s younger minds,
such as that of the tireless Santiago Deicas, who has the good fortune
of working with tannat from different origins, from Garzón to Juanicó.
For the 2020 Establecimiento Juanicó Bodegones del Sur Limited Edition Tannat, Santiago and winemaker Adriana Gutiérrez have selected vineyards from the Progreso zone, from chalky clay soils where the
tannat shows its most interesting sides, especially in terms of tannins
that are vertical, piercing, firm, and sharp due to the calcium carbonate.

Tano de Lucca and his daughter Agostina

A wine that is built upon that type of tannins, but that’s also adorned
with red fruits and flowers, with earthy notes that appear on the palate,
along with brightly shining acidity. With no barrel aging, it’s a pure and
crystalline expression of classic Uruguayan tannat. And, despite the
exorbitant scores that we have given these wines, they aren’t even best
examples of the variety in Uruguay.
In fact, they are neither the best nor the worst, but rather an adventure in the search for new flavors in a variety that is, of course, the
emblem, the public fact, the national anthem of Uruguayan wine. But
that doesn’t stop at the first verse—it has many more. This is the freshest and most drinkable, but not the only one. And that is some very
good news.

The Best New-school Tannats from Uruguay
95 | PROYECTO NAKKAL WINES Suelto Tannat 2020 | Canelones
94 | DE LUCCA Tano Tannat 2020 | Canelones
94 | ESTABLECIMIENTO JUANICÓ Bodegones del Sur Limited Edition Tannat 2020
		
Canelones

93 | CERRO DEL TORO Reserva Tannat 2019 | Maldonado
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Atlántico Sur Reserve Tannat 2020 | Sur de Uruguay
93 | PABLO FALLABRINO Anarkia Tannat 2020 | Atlántida
92 | BODEGA OCÉANICA José Ignacio Jose Ignacio Tannat 2019 | Maldonado
92 | ESTABLECIMIENTO JUANICÓ Don Pascual Coastal Tannat 2020 | Sur de Uruguay
92 | MONTES TOSCANINI Crudo Tannat 2020 | Uruguay
92 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Mayúsculas Maceración Carbónica Tannat 2020
		
Canelones

Albariño vineyards at Bodega Oceánica

Is Uruguay a White Wine Country?.
THE TEMPTATION IS THERE—RIGHT around the corner, asking for a pro-

nouncement that Uruguay is, after all, a country of white wines. That
the cool influence of the Atlantic and the Maldonado Bay and its new
vineyards have demonstrated in a very short time that there, especially
on the gently rolling granitic and clay hills, that riesling, chardonnay,
sauvignon blanc, and, of course, albariño, have a character that doesn’t
exist anywhere else in South America. But sure, it’s just a temptation,
because in reality, we know that we’re exaggerating.
This year, of the 325 wines we tasted for the Uruguayan section
of Descorchados, we selected 262, and of them, 72 were white. We
have averaged the scores and mulled over those numbers in search
of a justification that can corroborate the idea that Uruguay is white
wine country. But we haven’t found one. We have recommended more
reds than whites, and furthermore, the average of the scores for those
reds is higher by a few tenths. But the sensation that something is happening has nothing to do with the figures, just as, in reality, nothing in
the world of wine has to do with numbers. Instead, it has to do with a
hunch, or if you prefer, the feeling that pouring an albariños from Bodega Oceánicas, Bouza, or Garzón and enjoying it like we have enjoyed
the best of the Galician albariños or Portuguese alvarinhos. Or almost.
Almost there—very, very close.

At least we have no doubt that as of 2015, when the first white
vines were planted in Maldonado (everything is very young, as you
can see), they began to ripen and give consistent fruit, which became
important. Prior to that, during our first visits to Uruguay in the early 2000s, there were very few Uruguayan whites, and barely any that
were worth the bother. In those years, there was talk of sauvignon
blanc, of a kind of New Zealand on the banks of Río de la Plata that
offered exuberant whites full of aromas that had little to do with the
river’s cooling effect, although they were also—and maybe even more
so—related to the selected yeasts and the fruits harvested long before
they were truly ripe. But Uruguayans were proud of those sauvignons.
And they showed them as proof that tannat wasn’t alone. Although,
in fact, it was.
But not anymore. The community of Uruguayan whites has awakened, and there’s an abundance of examples. In fact, as we said, we
selected 72 for this edition of Descorchados, and there are notable examples among them, beginning with Garzón’s 2020 Petit Clos Block
27 Albariño. This white comes from a parcel (Block 27) that totals a bit
more than a quarter hectare that faces the sea. Until the 2018 vintage,
that bit of the vineyard went into the Single Vineyard, but the winery
team decided to vinify it separately due to the concentration of flavors
that that granite-rich soil offered. And when it comes to concentration,

Bodega Oceánica José Ignacio

this one has plenty, along with that fresh and agile component that
seems to be directly related to the sea breezes that filter between the
rolling hills in Garzón.
Less concentrated, but saltier, more “marine,” if you prefer, is the
Bodega Océanica’s 2020 José Ignacio Albariño, another of our favorites. This is just the third vintage of this white, and it has captivated us
from the first with its aromas and flavors. This is the white you need to
at a table laden with fish and shellfish from the Uruguayan coast.
“My experience with whites has been very positive, especially
for the conditions in Garzón, the proximity of the Atlantic, the filtered
light in the zone, and the loose granitic soils help a lot. The level of the
whites in Uruguay is very high these days and there’s a lot of complexity,” says Alberto Antonini, the Italian consultant to Bodega Garzón
and who, along with the house’s head winemaker, Germán Bruzzone, is
responsible for some of the best whites in South America today. Uruguay is a country of reds, a country in which tannat continues to be the
source of the best wines. But keep an eye on the whites, on the albariño
and the sauvignon, and maybe on the chardonnay as well. There’s a
density of flavors in them that’s not easy to find in other places on this
side of the world.

The Best Whites from Uruguay
96 | GARZÓN Petit Clos Block 27 Albariño 2020 | Garzón
95 | BODEGA OCÉANICA JOSÉ IGNACIO José Ignacio Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
95 | GARZÓN Single Vineyard Albariño 2020 | Garzón
94 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Chardonnay 2019 | Pan de Azúcar
94 | BOUZA Bouza Albariño 2020 | Melilla/Las Violetas
94 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Riesling 2019 | Pan de Azúcar
94 | CERRO DEL TORO Cerro del Toro Sobre Lías Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
94 | FAMILIA DEICAS Preludio Barrel Select Lote 22 2020 | Juanicó
94 | GARZÓN Single Vineyard S. Blanc 2020 | Garzón
93 | BODEGA OCÉANICA JOSÉ IGNACIO José Ignacio Chardonnay 2020 | Maldonado
93 | CERRO CHAPEU 1752 Gran Tradición Petit Manseng,Viognier 2019
		
Montevideo

93 | CERRO DEL TORO Cerro del Toro Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
93 | CERRO DEL TORO Reserva Chardonnay 2020 | Maldonado
93 | CERRO DEL TORO Singular Fósiles de Mar Chardonnay 2020 | Maldonado
93 | EL CAPRICHO WINERY El Capricho Reserve Tannat,C. Sauvignon 2018
		
Durazno
93 | FAMILIA BRESESTI Familia Bresesti Sur Lie S. Blanc 2020 | Canelones
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Extreme Vineyards Guazuvirá 2020 | Uruguay
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Single Vineyard Juanicó Chardonnay 2020 | Juanicó
93 | GARZÓN Reserva Albariño 2020 | Garzón
93 | GARZÓN Reserva S. Blanc 2020 | Garzón
93 | PABLO FALLABRINO Estival 2020 | Atlántida
93 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Reserva S. Blanc 2019 | Sur de Uruguay
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BEST RED.
FAMILIA DEICAS

Extreme Vineyards Suelo Invertido Tannat 2019
CA N E LO N E S

T

his is another one of Deicas’ experiments, stirring
or turning over the soils of their vineyards. In this
case, the earth has been turned to leave the plants’ thick
roots in contact with the disturbed soil, which is much
higher in calcium carbonate. After stirring up the soil,
they planted the vineyard in 2004 to a high density
of 10,000 plants per hectare, more than double the
usual in Uruguay (and in South America). This is the
prototype of tannat in Canelones, especially planted on
calcareous clay soils that lend austerity, slightly floral
and fruity aromas, and especially, monastic levels of a
firm, monolithic, serious, and austere texture. A deep and
intense wine with a chalky texture that also has a layer of
ripe red fruits that tones down the serious, rigid effect of
those tannins a bit. A wine to drink now and understand
why we shouldn’t forget about classic Uruguayan tannat.
The new Atlantic tannat have given us at Descorchados a
lot of pleasure—but this is something else. n
Best reds of the year
96 | GARZÓN Petit Clos Block 212 Tannat 2019 | Garzón
95 | BOUZA Tannat Viñedo Las Espinas Tannat 2019 | Maldonado
95 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Tannat 2018 | Pan de Azúcar
95 | CARRAU Vilasar Nebbiolo 2015 | Las Violetas
95 | CARRAU Amat Tannat 2017 | Las Violetas
95 | FAMILIA DEICAS Preludio Barrel Select Tinto 2000 | Canelones
95 | FAMILIA DEICAS Massimo Deicas Tannat 2016 | Uruguay
95 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Primo 2017 | Canelón Chico
95 | PROYECTO NAKKAL WINES Suelto Tannat 2020 | Canelones
95 | SPINOGLIO Estiba Reservada Tinaja Merlot, C. Franc 2020
		
Montevideo
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[ TIED ]

BEST RED.
GARZÓN

Balasto Tannat, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Marselan 2018
GARZÓN

T

he Garzón vineyard, which grows on the granitic
slopes of the zone of the same name and facing the
Maldonado Bay, has been divided into 1,500 mini-blocks
according to variety as well as their orientation and
the richness or composition of their soils. Balasto is a
selection of what the Garzón enological team considers
the best of the entire estate, a blend of 40% tannat, 34%
cabernet franc, 18% petit verdot, 5% merlot, and finished
with marselan. Aged in barrels for 18 months, this is a
wine that has been oriented—at least in recent vintages—
toward fruity flavors and freshness. This is the winery’s
most ambitious wine, but it’s not the most concentrated.
It has a high percentage of cabernet franc, which is
evident in its herbal notes and the red fruits associated
with the variety. This is a wine full of balance—one to
keep for a decade—although it’s very easy to drink now.
A delicious contradiction. n
Best reds of the year
96 | GARZÓN Petit Clos Block 212 Tannat 2019 | Garzón
95 | BOUZA Tannat Viñedo Las Espinas Tannat 2019 | Maldonado
95 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Tannat 2018 | Pan de Azúcar
95 | CARRAU Vilasar Nebbiolo 2015 | Las Violetas
95 | FAMILIA DEICAS Preludio Barrel Select Tinto 2000 | Canelones
95 | FAMILIA DEICAS Massimo Deicas Tannat 2016 | Uruguay
95 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Primo 2017 | Canelón Chico
95 | PROYECTO NAKKAL WINES Suelto Tannat 2020 | Canelones
95 | SPINOGLIO Estiba Reservada Tinaja Merlot, C. Franc 2020
		
Montevideo

96

BEST WHITE.
GARZÓN

Petit Clos Block 27 Albariño 2020
GARZÓN

T

his is Garzón’s new white, which comes from a
block (Nº 27) of just over a quarter of a hectare
that faces the sea. Until the 2018 vintage, this block
was destined for the Single Vineyard, but this year
the winery team decided to separate it due to the
concentration of flavors that this granite-rich soil
offered them. Two-thirds of the wine was fermented in
cement, and the remaining third in “lancero” barrels—
elongated large-format containers named in honor of
the cigar that Fidel Castro smoked. Returning to wine,
this second vintage is even better than the first, which
was one of the best whites in our 2020 Descorchados.
This one has greater density, texture, and depth
of flavors in a white that moves with delicacy and
freshness and that has an imposing body that’s big but
very agile at the same time. n
Best whites of the year
95 | BODEGA OCÉANICA JOSÉ IGNACIO José Ignacio Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
95 | GARZÓN Single Vineyard Albariño 2020 | Garzón
94 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Chardonnay 2019 | Pan de Azúcar
94 | BOUZA Bouza Albariño 2020 | Melilla/Las Violetas
94 | BOUZA Viñedo Pan de Azúcar Riesling 2019 | Pan de Azúcar
94 | CERRO DEL TORO Cerro del Toro Sobre Lías Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
94 | FAMILIA DEICAS Preludio Barrel Select Lote 22 2020 | Juanicó
94 | GARZÓN Single Vineyard S. Blanc 2020 | Garzón
93 | BODEGA OCÉANICA JOSÉ IGNACIO José Ignacio Chardonnay 2020
		Maldonado
93 | CERRO CHAPEU 1752 Gran Tradición Petit Manseng,Viognier 2019
		Montevideo
93 | CERRO DEL TORO Cerro del Toro Albariño 2020 | Maldonado
93 | CERRO DEL TORO Reserva Chardonnay 2020 | Maldonado
93 | CERRO DEL TORO Singular Fósiles de Mar Chardonnay 2020
		Maldonado
93 | EL CAPRICHO WINERY El Capricho Reserve Tannat,C. Sauvignon 2018
		
Durazno
93 | FAMILIA BRESESTI Familia Bresesti Sur Lie S. Blanc 2020 | Canelones
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Extreme Vineyards Guazuvirá 2020 | Uruguay
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Single Vineyard Juanicó Chardonnay 2020 | Juanicó
93 | GARZÓN Reserva Albariño 2020 | Garzón
93 | GARZÓN Reserva S. Blanc 2020 | Garzón
93 | PABLO FALLABRINO Estival 2020 | Atlántida
93 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Reserva S. Blanc 2019 | Sur de Uruguay

94

BEST ROSÉ.
BODEGA OCÉANICA JOSÉ IGNACIO

José Ignacio Rosé Pinot Noir 2020
MALDONADO

T

his rosé was made in the “Provençal” style—wholecluster pressed, preserving the fruit well and
preventing oxygen from entering. It was then fermented
in stainless steel tanks and bottled around August 2020.
And it was a pioneer. It has been showing a light, fruity,
and vibrant style full of tart red fruits, like cherry juice
since 2016. It’s also perfect for the local atmosphere in
the Maldonado Bay with beach-side restaurants where
fish and shellfish abound. This is the wine to drink
when there’s a platter full of fish on the table and your
feet are in the sand. n
Best rosés of the year
93 | FAMILIA DEICAS Ocean Rosé P. Noir, C. Sauvignon, Tannat 2020
		
Uruguay
93 | GARZÓN Reserva Rosé P. Noir 2020 | Garzón
93 | MARICHAL Reserve Collection Rosé P. Noir, Chardonnay 2020
		
Canelones
93 | PABLO FALLABRINO Alma (Soul) Surfer Rosé 2020 | Atlántida
93 | SIERRA ORIENTAL Reserva Rosato Di Sangiovese Sangiovese 2020
		
Maldonado
92 | BRACCOBOSCA Ombú Rose Merlot 2020 | Atlántida
92 | GARZÓN Estate Pinot Rosé de Corte P. Noir, Caladoc, C. Franc 2020
		
Garzón

95

BEST SPARKLING WINE.
VIÑA EDÉN

Viña Edén Espumante 3D Sur Lies Nature Rosé 2017
P U E B LO E D É N

T

his is a delicious red fruit juice for adults.
A sparkling wine made with the traditional method
of the second fermentation in the bottle and with 92%
pinot noir and 8% chardonnay. Without disgorgement,
the wine remains on its lees until it reaches the
consumer, and that, despite giving it a cloudy
appearance, offers extra flavors and textures. This is a
somewhat rustic sparkling wine, but that’s part of its
charm. It’s fruity, crisp, tense, and delineated by acidity
that seems to have a sharp edge and a finish that recalls
tart red fruits. n

Best sparkling wines of the year
94 | VIÑA EDÉN Viña Edén Espumante 3D Sur Lies Nature 2018 | Pueblo Edén
93 | GARZÓN Garzón Brut Rosé P. Noir 2019 | Garzón
93 | VIÑA EDÉN Pueblo Edén Méthode Champenoise Rosé 2019
		
Pueblo Edén
92 | CERRO CHAPEU Sust Vintage Brut Nature Chardonnay, P. Noir 2016
		
Cerro Chapeu
92 | GARZÓN Garzón Extra Brut Chardonnay, P. Noir 2019 | Garzón
92 | VARELA ZARRANZ Varela Zarranz Brut Nature Chardonnay, Viognier 2017
		
Canelones
92 | VIÑA EDÉN Pueblo Edén Méthode Champenoise Brut Chardonnay,
		 P. Noir 2019 | Pueblo Edén
91 | FAMILIA DEICAS Castelar Brut Reserve P. Noir, Pinot Meunier 2018
		
Canelones
91 | PABLO FALLABRINO Alma Surfer Pet Nat Nebbiolo 2020 | Atlántida
91 | PIZZORNO FAMILY ESTATES Rosé Brut Nature P. Noir N/V
		
Canelón Chico
90 | PABLO FALLABRINO Alma Surfer Pet Nat 2.0 2020 | Atlántida
90 | PROYECTO NAKKAL WINES Simple PetNat Naranja S. Blanc 2020
		
Canelones
90 | PROYECTO NAKKAL WINES Simple PetNat Rosé Tannat 2020
		
Canelones
90 | SIERRA ORIENTAL Zulma Nature P. Noir, Viognier 2018 | Canelones

WINERY REVELATION
OF THE YEAR.

P

PROYECTO NAKKAL

royecto Nakkal has three members—winemakers Santiago Degásperi
and Nicolás Monforte and viticulturist Bruno Bresesti—all very young,
although all connected to the wine world since their university days (and
even earlier). The 2020 vintage is their debut, and as a debut, it’s one of the
best. With three pet nats that are delicious in their simplicity and two juicy,
refreshing reds under their Suelto line, they have put together a brief but very
solid catalog based on sustainable viticulture and enology with minimal intervention. They make very few bottles—no more than 1,000 per wine. This
year, however, they’ve been looking for old vineyards to elevate the production, although without breaking with their current direct, head-on, honest,
and inclusive style—a take that shows tannat and marselan, for example, as
a freshly washed face with no makeup from the classic Canelones zone, the
origin of great reds, but few with this jovialness and energy. There are no disguises here, just a crystalline interpretation of what Uruguayan wines can be.
And what those three interpret, we love. n

WINERY OF THE YEAR.
GARZÓN

T

he Garzón winery came along to inject a good dose of energy into the Uruguayan wine scene. We at Descorchados have had an eye on them since the
2013 edition. And although their wines didn’t impress us much at first, as the
spectacular Garzón vineyard (in the zone of the same name) reached maturity, the house’s wines began to catch our eye. Now, in the 2021 Descorchados,
this seems to be the year that Garzón takes off with a solid portfolio of wines,
all with a strong sense of place and made without exaggeration, the result of
teamwork. Winemaker Germán Bruzzone, viticulturist Eduardo Félix, and the
Italian consultant Alberto Antonini have achieved reds and whites that clearly capture the Garzón landscape bathed by Atlantic breezes, while Christian
Wylie’s marketing and commercial work has revolutionized the way of selling
and showing wine in Uruguay. And yes, it’s true, it’s clear that there was a big
investment in the project, but we know that that is not always enough. There
are many wineries in the world with strong economic backing, but with mediocre wines—but Garzón is not among them n

